
Simplify Compliance with ePrivacy, GDPR and CCPA  
Global privacy laws, like ePrivacy, GDPR and CCPA, require companies to inform visitors about the data being
collected on their website and provide them with granular choices over the information they are willing to
share. In order to comply with these laws and provide a transparent experience that builds trust, website
owners are rethinking their cookie compliance.

Cookie Consent Made Easy 
CookiePro was purpose built to help website owners achieve and maintain cookie compliance quickly and
easily. CookiePro simplifies cookie consent through an automated website scan against the largest database 
of pre-categorized cookies CookiePedia by OneTrust, built-in templates and multiple consent models that 
can be easily tailored to address requirements across various laws and standards. CookiePro is powered by 
OneTrust, the industry leading privacy management platform.

Works with Tools You Use

1. Scan your site
against the largest
database of 
precategorized
cookies

2. Style the cookie
banner and preference
center to align with
your site

3. Configure the
consent model and
localize content based
on visitor location

4. Block cookies that
require prior consent
and add CookiePro
scripts to your site

5. Setup ongoing
cookie monitoring and
publish updates with a
single click

6M+ categorized cookies | 100,000+ websites | billions of impressions



Cookie Preferences
Provide granular cookie preferences, including 
the ability to update or withdraw consent

Cookie Notice
Embed a dynamic list of cookies, categories 
and descriptions in your Cookie Notice

Built-In Templates
Leverage built-in banner and preferences 
templates and sample text (50+ languages)

Starter  
$10 

Per domain per month 
Unlimited subdomains 
Up to 500 subpages

Standard  
$30 

Per domain per month 
Unlimited subdomains 
Unlimited subpages

Enterprise  
$45 

Per domain per month 
Unlimited subdomains 
Unlimited subpages

Records of Consent
Maintain granular consent transactions to 
demonstrate compliance over time

Audit Trail
Access your complete history of previously
published versions saved in a script archive

Automated Website Updates
Push updates to the cookie banner, preferences 
center and cookie list with a single click

Geo Targeting
Configure consent model based on visitor 
location with option to Show only in EU

Prior Consent, DNT and DNS
Block cookies to respect a visitor’s prior 
consent, Do Not Track and Do Not Sell

Ongoing Cookie Monitoring
Schedule website re-scans and get notified of 
any changes – cookies added or removed

Multiple Consent Models
Choose your consent approach from notice only, 
opt-out, opt-in or implied consent

$

Advanced Website Scanning
Configure advanced settings for scanning 
behind login pages and query string support

Language Detection 
Localize the experience based on visitor 
country using reverse IP lookup or site language

IAB Framework 
Collect and share consent preferences with 
AdTech vendors according to IAB framework

Cookie Banner
Generate a cookie banner to inform visitors  
that cookies are being used on your website

Automated Website Scanning
Against largest database (6M+) of 
pre-categorized cookies CookiePedia by OneTrust

Custom Styling
Leverage drag-and-drop styling options or get
creative with advanced CSS editing

Most Mature and Trusted Cookie Consent Tool
Purpose built for compliance

Easy to setup and keep up to date

Scales with your business needs

You’re just a few clicks away from compliance

Get started for free and upgrade anytime 
www.cookiepro.com | support@cookiepro.com
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